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A complete menu of Salt Steel from Bar Harbor covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Salt Steel:
the restaurant really enjoyed it. we have tasted the menu, although they say it is smaller portions it was a lot of
delicious food for 2 people to share. the cocktails were delicious and the sitting area outdoors was relaxing. the
waitress was very attentive and answered our asking to judge. favorit was the hake ragu, summer mais risotto

and burrata. yum! read more. You can use the WLAN of the establishment free of charge. What User doesn't like
about Salt Steel:

Beautiful restaurant that needs reservation to get a table to eat. Missed some dishes because the menu was
different (every night). It was a little pricy and good at the presentation. The dining room was also very nice. After

first pair of appetizers, the room always dark (type of transition bar style), it was a challenge to get the best
pictures from the food. Everyone saw a very high end. However, the food itself d... read more. Salt Steel from
Bar Harbor is a good option for a bar if you want to have a drink after work and hang out with friends, and you

can indulge in tasty American meals like Burger or Barbecue. Following various sports events and competitions
is also one of the pluses of visiting this sports bar, You can't absolutely nothing wrong, especially with bite-sized

Tapas, because there is something for every palate.
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Salad�
SALAD

Past�
BOLOGNESE

Antipast�
BURRATA

Starter� & Salad�
RISOTTO

Spirit�
MARTINI

Mai� Cours�
PORK BELLY

Breade� Specia� Roll�
LOBSTER ROLL

Noodl�
RAMEN

Sush� Or Sashim�
OCTOPUS

Restauran� Categor�
COCKTAIL

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

BREAD

LOBSTER

Ingredient� Use�
CORN

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN

KALE
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